Realizing Rec. 2020 color gamut with quantum dot displays
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Abstract: We analyze how to realize Rec. 2020 wide color gamut with quantum dots. For photoluminescence, our simulation indicates that we are able to achieve over 97% of the Rec. 2020 standard with quantum dots by optimizing the emission spectra and redesigning the color filters. For electroluminescence, by optimizing the emission spectra of quantum dots is adequate to render over 97% of the Rec. 2020 standard. We also analyze the efficiency and angular performance of these devices, and then compare results with LCDs using green and red phosphors-based LED backlight. Our results indicate that quantum dot display is an outstanding candidate for achieving wide color gamut and high optical efficiency.
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1. Introduction

Wide color gamut enables a display device to represent the real object accurately. Several standards have been proposed to regulate how a display should reproduce colors, such as the Adobe RGB [1], SMPTE RP 431-2 for digital cameras [2], Rec.709 for high definition TVs [3], and Rec. 2020 for ultra-high definition (UHD) TVs [4]. The color gamut of these standards are defined by their corresponding RGB primaries; especially the color gamut of Rec. 2020 can enclose that of all the other three standards [5]. Meanwhile, the color triangle...
of Rec. 2020 can cover up to 99.9% of the Pointer’s gamut [6], which indicates displays capable of handling Rec. 2020 can faithfully reproduce the natural object colors. Finally yet importantly, the Rec. 2020 standard can be physically realized through RGB laser sources [5, 7].

Although the Rec. 2020 standard can be realized with monochromatic laser sources, for a real display, laser sources are expensive and the speckle problem [8] has not yet been fully solved. In this sense, it is preferred to find non-monochromatic light sources to realize the Rec. 2020 standard. Among these candidates, quantum dots (QDs) have attracted much attention because of their narrow and tunable emission spectra [9].

There are two approaches to use QDs for displays: photoluminescence (PL) quantum dots for liquid crystal display (LCD) backlight [10, 11] and electroluminescence (EL) quantum-dot light emitting diodes (QLEDs) [12–15]. In this paper, we will discuss how to realize the Rec. 2020 standards with both approaches, and the tradeoff between color gamut and optical efficiency.

2. Display system evaluation

Before we dive into performance evaluation of different displays, we should first establish the evaluation metrics. The first evaluation metric is color gamut, which is determined by the maximum colors a display can reproduce based on Rec. 2020. While the system colorimetry of Rec. 2020 [4] shown in Table 1 is quite straightforward, the definition of color gamut is sometimes confusing and misleading. Some manufacturers define the area ratio as the color gamut, which compares the RGB triangular area of a display with the triangular area of the Rec. 2020 standard, namely:

\[
\text{Color Gamut Area} = \frac{A_{\text{display}}}{A_{\text{standard}}},
\]

but others define the coverage ratio as the color gamut, which can be expressed as:

\[
\text{Color Gamut Coverage} = \frac{A_{\text{display} \cap A_{\text{standard}}}}{A_{\text{standard}}}
\]

What makes the situation even more confusing is that CIE 1931 and CIE 1976 are used simultaneously when calculating the color gamut, although these two color spaces are quite different. As pointed out in [16], the coverage ratios in CIE 1931 and CIE 1976 are rather inconsistent, and the coverage ratio calculated with CIE 1931 is more consistent to the Rec. 2020 volume coverage ratio in color appearance model CIELAB, CIELUV and CIECAM02. In this sense, we will use the coverage ratio in CIE 1931 as the metric, while including the coverage ratio in CIE 1976 as a reference. We will discuss more about the color space selection in Sec. 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary colors and Reference white</th>
<th>Chromaticity coordinates (CIE 1931)</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>Corresponding wavelength (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red Primary</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td></td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Primary</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td></td>
<td>532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Primary</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td></td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference White (D65)</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td></td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The other metric should describe how efficient the display system is. Here we emphasize on optical efficiency because realizing a wide color gamut is mainly to optimize the output...
spectra power density (SPD). The SPD directly determines the luminous efficacy of radiation \((LER)\) of the system [10]:

\[
LER = \frac{K_m \int S_{\text{out}}(\lambda)V(\lambda) d\lambda}{\int S_{\text{in}}(\lambda) d\lambda}.
\] (3)

In Eq. (3), \(S_{\text{out}}(\lambda)\) is the SPD of the output light, \(V(\lambda)\) is the standard luminosity function, and \(K_m = 683 \text{ lm/W}\) is the \(LER\) of the ideal monochromatic 555-nm source. As the \(LER\) is only determined by the light spectra, it sets the theoretical limit for the total efficiency of a display.

For a non-emissive display such as LCD, the SPD of the backlight \((S_{\text{in}}(\lambda))\) and the actual output light \((S_{\text{out}}(\lambda))\) can be modulated dramatically, depending on the transmission characteristics of the system. To quantify the transmission characteristics of the system, we introduce the transfer efficiency (TE) of the system as:

\[
TE = \frac{\int S_{\text{out}}(\lambda) d\lambda}{\int S_{\text{in}}(\lambda) d\lambda}.
\] (4)

The total light efficiency (\(TLE\)) of the system is:

\[
TLE = LER \cdot TE = \frac{K_m \int S_{\text{out}}(\lambda)V(\lambda) d\lambda}{\int S_{\text{in}}(\lambda) d\lambda}.
\] (5)

For our analysis below, the main evaluation metrics are color gamut and \(LER\). While evaluating a non-emissive display, we will also discuss its \(TLE\).

The evaluation process can be outlined as follows: assuming a display with RGB primary colors, the SPD of each primary color can be written as \(S_{\text{out},i}(\lambda)\) \((i = r,g,b)\), and the total output light spectra reaching the system white point is:

\[
S_{\text{out}}(\lambda) = R S_{\text{out},r}(\lambda) + G S_{\text{out},g}(\lambda) + B S_{\text{out},b}(\lambda),
\] \(R + G + B = 1\).

In Eq. (6), \(R\), \(G\) and \(B\) represent the weighting ratio of the corresponding color; they are so determined that the white point of the display is D65.

For both PL and EL QDs, the normalized SPD of a single color fits well with the Gaussian function:

\[
S_i(\lambda, \lambda_0, \Delta \lambda) = e^{-4\ln(2)(\lambda - \lambda_0)^2 / \Delta \lambda^2},
\] (7)

here \(i\) stands for R, G and B, respectively, \(\lambda_0\) is the central wavelength, and \(\Delta \lambda\) is the linewidth of the emission spectra (full width half maximum).

With Eqs. (2)-(7), we can calculate the color gamut and \(LER\) of the display, and for a non-emissive display, we can also calculate the \(TLE\) of the system. We can then optimize the color gamut by varying the QD’s central wavelength \(\lambda_0\) and linewidth \(\Delta \lambda\). Several approaches have been developed to optimize the color gamut of a display; the most convenient one is the multi-objective optimization that combines both \(LER\) (\(TLE\)) and color gamut. The detailed approach has been described in [10, 17], and the results will be discussed later.

As an example, we calculate the \(LER\) of an ideal laser display with three monochromatic light sources, which covers 100\% color gamut of Rec. 2020. The resultant \(R\), \(G\) and \(B\) are 39.7\%, 30.8\% and 29.5\%, respectively, and \(LER\) is 273.9 \text{ lm/W}. This \(LER\) serves as benchmark for our comparison.
3. Wide color gamut QD-enhanced LCD

Recently, QD-enhanced LCDs are emerging. Contemporary QD-LCDs use either on-edge approach [18] where the quantum dot is placed on the edge of the light guide plate or film approach [19] where the quantum dots are embedded in an optical film on top of the light guide plate. For these two approaches, they both use a blue LED to pump the red and green quantum dots. The generated light is modulated by the LC layer (sandwiched between crossed polarizers), and passes through the color filters (CFs). Besides the spectra of the backlight, the color of the display can be affected by the transmittance of the color filters and the wavelength dispersion of the LC material and polarizers. However, in comparison with color filters, the dispersion of the LC material and polarizers has negligible effect on the color performance [20]. This is because for different LC modes, although the overall transmittance slightly depends on the wavelength, the shape of these transmission curves remain quite similar [10]. If we consider the transmittance of the RGB color filters and the LC, we can say that the color filters play the major role in terms of reshaping the output light spectra. The LC materials we use here are the same as [10].

Next, we examine how to achieve wide color gamut with two commercial color filters: CF1 is commonly used for TVs because of its relatively high transmittance, especially for green and blue. However, the crosstalk between different channels is larger than that of CF2, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Obviously, it will be more difficult to obtain wide color gamut with CF1. To confirm this and see how wide a color gamut we can get, we plot the Pareto front [21] of the LCD with these two CFs and for two commonly used LC modes: n-FFS for mobile displays and MVA for large-size TVs. The Pareto front determines the optimal value of a display and all the solutions will fall either on or below the Pareto Front.

Contemporary Cd-based QDs usually have a linewidth between 20–30nm [22], and thus it is plausible to select 20nm and 30nm as the boundary conditions for linewidth. Meanwhile, for LCD applications, the blue part is achieved through blue LED and its linewidth is about 20nm. Because of this reason, the two boundary conditions for RGB QD-LCD in terms of linewidth are 1) \( \Delta \lambda_r = \Delta \lambda_g = 30\text{nm}, \Delta \lambda_b = 20\text{nm} \); and 2) \( \Delta \lambda_r = \Delta \lambda_g = \Delta \lambda_b = 20\text{nm} \). We then vary the central wavelength \( \lambda_0 \) and the R, G, B ratios. All the results below are calculated in the CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram and the reference white point is always D65. Of course, we can also set the linewidth of the R, G and B colors as variables to match the Rec. 2020 color gamut, and these Pareto fronts will fall between the two boundaries. These results will be discussed later in Sec. 4.

Figure 1(b) depicts the simulated Pareto Front: the solid lines represent the upper-limit, i.e. the linewidth is 20nm for R, G and B colors, whereas the dashed lines represent the lower-limit boundary conditions where the linewidth is 30nm for red and green, and 20nm for blue. The red and green lines in Fig. 1(b) represent the n-FFS mode whereas the blue and black lines represent the MVA mode. The red and blue lines use CF1 while green and black lines use CF2. From Fig. 1(b) we can deduce that 1) wider color gamut always trades off with lower TLE. 2) Even though the color gamut is jointly determined by the CFs, the transmittance of the LC cell, and the linewidth of the primaries, their importance is different. The CFs play the most important role while the transmittance of the LC cell is least important. In the meantime, a light source with narrower linewidth (red and green QDs and blue LED) helps widen the color gamut. 3) Comparing the red solid line with the blue solid line, the transmittance of the LC has little to do with the color gamut. However, different LC modes can dramatically affect the TLE of the system. For the n-FFS mode, its average TLE is 27.4 while for the MVA mode its average TLE is 18.7, which is quite close to the transmittance difference of the n-FFS and MVA modes (95% vs. 70%). 4) Comparing CF1 with CF2, displays with CF1 usually have higher TLE, but it is difficult to get wide color gamut. For n-FFS, the widest color gamut we can get with CF1 and CF2 are summarized in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) and Table 2 (the linewidths of the three colors are all 20nm). In the
meantime, we can clearly see that in comparison with CF1, CF2 sacrifices 24% TLE but only gain 2.7% in color gamut. This tradeoff is not worth taking. For MVA, the results are quite similar except that the TLE is lower. The reason that MVA has a lower TLE than n-FFS is due to its relatively large electrode size (for TVs), as a result, the dead zone area is larger [23], which in turn lowers the transmittance. While for n-FFS (for smart phones), its transmittance can reach 95% [24–26].

![Fig. 1. (a) The transmittance of two color filters; (b) the Pareto front of the QD-LCDs with different boundary condition, LC mode and color filters; (c) the transmittance and the corresponding optimized output spectra for the two color filters; and (d) the simulated color gamut for the two optimized output spectra.](image)

From Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), the red primary is quite close to the Rec. 2020 standard, while the green and blue primaries still fall short, especially the green. This results from the crosstalk between green and blue color filters. There are two approaches to resolve this problem: 1) reducing the linewidth of the QD and blue LED further, and 2) redesigning the color filters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CF type</th>
<th>CF1</th>
<th>CF2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TLE (lm/W)</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Gamut</td>
<td>92.3%</td>
<td>94.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Optimized values of the two wide color gamut n-FFS LCDs with CF1 and CF2, respectively.
In the first approach, let us make a bold assumption that the linewidth of the three primary colors can be further reduced to 10nm, which has not been achieved by commercial materials yet. Table 3 lists the simulated results. We find that even with such a narrowband light source, the color gamut improvement is insignificant because of the crosstalk between different color filters. A more promising approach is to narrow the bandwidth of color filters.

Table 3. Optimized values of two wide color gamut MVA LCDs with 10-nm-linewidth primary colors for CF1 and CF2, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CF type</th>
<th>CF1</th>
<th>CF2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TLE (lm/W)</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Gamut</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
<td>96.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several approaches have been proposed to reduce the crosstalk between different color channels [27, 28]. Figure 2(a) shows one of the newly proposed color filters [28]: the red color filter is optimized to reduce the long transmission tail at the blue-green region. However, the crosstalk between green and blue color filters is still quite severe. Designing an even wider color gamut QD-LCD is tricky for two reasons: 1) Of course we can enlarge the color gamut by using deeper blue and red, or shifting the cutoff wavelength of the color filters, however, these do not necessarily mean large color gamut coverage as the area might overlap less with the Rec. 2020 standard. Thus predicting the color gamut is more difficult. 2) The white point has to occur at D65, which gives us less design freedom.

Fig. 2. (a) One of the proposed CFs with wide color gamut. (b) The transmittance of our modified CFs based on the CFs for TV. (c) The Pareto front of the wide color gamut display with our modified CFs and all the linewidths of the three primaries are set at 20nm, for both MVA and n-FFS modes. (d) Simulated color triangle of the wide color gamut QD-LCD (MVA mode).
The solid lines in Fig. 2(b) are the conceptual color filters we designed. In comparison with the commonly used color filters for TVs (dashed lines), our modified color filters exhibit a wider color gamut based on following two important design features: 1) The transmittance curves are much cleaner as the tails in the red and blue regions diminish; this is essential because these tails degrade the color purity of the primaries. 2) The transmission band of both blue and green color filters is narrowed to minimize the overlapping between different color channels. Figure 2(c) depicts the Pareto Front for MVA and n-FFS modes. With the proposed color filters and setting the linewidths of all three primary colors to 20nm, we can achieve ~97.6% of the Rec. 2020 color gamut in CIE 1931, or ~98.6% in CIE 1976. The TLE of MVA is ~40% lower than that of n-FFS. Such a wide color gamut display can reproduce most of the colors that Rec. 2020 demands [29]. If we inspect the color triangle in Fig. 2(d), we can determine that the color triangle overlaps well with the Rec. 2020 standard except that the green deviates slightly. Table 4 lists the optimized parameters for both MVA and n-FFS.

If we compare Tables 2-4, we can find the tradeoff between color gamut and TLE is quite significant. For example, for the n-FFS mode shown in Table 2 and Table 4, when the color gamut widens from 92.3% to 97.5%, which is 5.6% increase, the TLE drops from 24.6 to 18.3, which is 25.6% decrease in optical efficiency. Such a sacrifice may not be worth taking because power efficiency is a critical issue for all displays. For practical applications, we need to balance color gamut with optical efficiency. We will give a more detailed discussion in Sec. 5.

Meanwhile if we compare the optimized wavelengths in Table 4 to those listed in [7], which are optimized to cover the Pointer’s Gamut, we find that these two results are quite close except for the green primaries. This similarity comes from the fact that Rec. 2020 is also designed to cover the Pointer’s Gamut. As for the green primaries, they are a little bit different because of the greatly modified green color filter in our design.

### Table 4. System parameters of the widest color gamut we can get with the modified color filters, for both MVA and n-FFS modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LC mode</th>
<th>MVA</th>
<th>n-FFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central Wavelength (nm)</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>637.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>530.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>469.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLE (lm/W)</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Gamut</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>97.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Wide color gamut RGB QLED

QLED has long been considered as a potential candidate for next generation display because it offers narrow linewidth and selectable central wavelength. Moreover, the device structure is similar to that of contemporary OLED. Consequently, QLED is also suitable for flexible displays and its manufacturing is compatible to OLED. Previously, QLEDs are regarded as a future technology because of its relatively low external quantum efficiency (EQE) and relatively short lifetime. Recently, with the demonstration of high EQE and long life quantum dots, there is renewed strong interest on QLED. Figure 3(a) shows the typical device structures of high efficiency RGB QLEDs. These structures are similar to those proposed in [14]. The efficiency and emission spectra of the RGB QLEDs can be calculated by the dipole model [30–32] and the simulation results agree well with experiments. If we assume that quantum efficiency and the charge balance is unity, the corresponding EQE for the RGB QLEDs are 17.2%, 16.5% and 17.7%, respectively. These results are quite close to the reported experimental data. In addition, if we know the real quantum efficiency and charge...
balance of the device, we can get a better match between simulation and experiment. The calculated normalized emission spectra of the RGB QLEDs are shown in Fig. 3(b).

From Fig. 3(b) we find that the emission spectrum of each QLED fits well with the Gaussian distribution; the $R^2$ values for all three curves are all larger than 99.7%. Here the RGB QLEDs shown in Fig. 3 can realize 85% of Rec. 2020, which is still insufficient. We can still optimize the color gamut coverage and $LER$ simultaneously for the QLED. Results are shown in Fig. 4. The linewidths of the RGB QLEDs are 1) 30nm for RGB (blue curve; lower limit), 2) 30nm for red and green, and 20nm for blue (green curve, intermediate case), and 3) 20nm for RGB (red curve; upper limit). As expected, the green curve lies between the red and the blue curves.

Fig. 3. (a) Device structures and (b) emission spectra of the RGB QLEDs.

Fig. 4. The relationship between color gamut and $LER$ for RGB QLEDs.
From Fig. 4, similar to QD-LCD, we cannot achieve 100% Rec. 2020 (ideal case) because of the linewidth of the RGB QLEDs. However, RGB QLEDs can easily achieve 95% of the Rec. 2020 standards even with a linewidth of 30nm because there is no crosstalk coming from color filters. If we compare the blue and red curves, we can easily find that at the same color gamut the \( \text{LER} \) is 13% higher for the QDs with 20nm linewidth. This suggests that for the EL case, developing QDs with a reasonably narrow linewidth (~20nm) is advantageous for both color gamut and efficiency. From Fig. 4, we can find the following best result that RGB QLEDs can get: when the central wavelength of the 20nm-linewidth RGB QLEDs is 634.3nm, 530.6nm and 465.8nm, respectively, we can get an optimized 98.4% color gamut (99.0% in CIE1976) with a high \( \text{LER} \) of 252.8 lm/W. Such a wide color gamut can be regarded as ready to reproduce most of the colors that Rec. 2020 enables [29]. Compared to the ideal display (100% Rec. 2020 color gamut with three monochromatic light sources), the \( \text{LER} \) of our RGB QLED is still 7.7% lower. If we plot the color triangle in the CIE 1931 color space in Fig. 5, we can easily catch that the red and blue colors are quite close to the Rec. 2020 color primaries while the green color is still a little bit off. Similar to QD-enhanced LCD, if we can squeeze the linewidth of the RGB QLEDs to 10nm, then we can realize 99.5% of the Rec. 2020 color gamut with \( \text{LER} = 251.5 \text{ lm/W} \). However, it remains technically challenging to develop 10-nm-linewidth QDs.

5. Discussion

5.1. Color space selection

As we have briefly mentioned in Sec. 2, the selection of color space for calculating color gamut is quite important but sometimes misleading. For example, considering the RGB QLEDs shown in Fig. 3, the color gamuts in the CIE1931 and CIE1976 color space shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) are 84.6% and 85.4%, respectively. The spectra of the RGB QLED are shown in Fig. 6(c) and the \( \text{LER} \) of the RGB QLED display is 290.8 lm/W. From Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), we can find that even though statistically speaking the color gamut in CIE 1931 and CIE 1976 is quite similar, the visual feeling is quite different. In Fig. 6(a), it seems that the QLEDs can well reproduce both red and blue, but not green. However, in CIE 1976 Chromaticity Diagram it seems that the QLED can better reproduce green than red and blue. To answer which representation is closer to reality, we convert the Rec. 2020 standard and the QLED color gamut to the CIELAB color gamut, and the results viewed down from the L axis is shown in Fig. 6(d). The wireframe color gamut is the Rec. 2020 standard and the solid color gamut is the color gamut of the QLED display, we can intuitively determine that the
maximum mismatch happens in the green color. This suggests the color gamut shown in CIE 1931 color space is more correlated to the 3D color perspective model, which matches the conclusion stated in [16]. Under this consideration, we decide to calculate color gamut in CIE 1931. For real products, we have to analyze the color difference of the display quantitatively and further calculate the volume-coverage ratio.

**5.2. Angular performance of QD-LCD and RGB QLEDs**

Color shift at an off-axis angle is a critical issue. For an QD-LCD, the angular performance is primarily determined by the birefringence of the LC material [33]. Here we demonstrate that with two wide-view LC modes: 1) two-domain (2D) n-FFS for smart phones and 2) 4D MVA for TVs. From Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), the color shift of each RGB primary color is rather small and the blue has the largest color shift. For the worst scenario, the color shift ($\Delta u'v'$) of the blue color stays below 0.01 at 80° viewing angle. As long as $\Delta u'v' < 0.02$, it is difficult for human eye to notice the difference [34]. Thus, such an LCD has negligible color shift. However, the color shift for the white color is much larger. For the 2D n-FFS mode, the color shift is still smaller than 0.02 at 80° for RGB and white. The situation for 4D MVA is drastically different. For the white color, the color shift is approaching 0.04 at 80° viewing angle. The small color shift for the RGB primaries means that we do not have to worry about the color gamut shrink at large viewing angle. While the small color shift for the white color
in 2D n-FFS indicates that we can avoid the usage of color mixing films [35]. The reason that 4D MVA has a larger color shift than 2D n-FFS is that for 4D MVA the LC directors are vertically tilted, while for 2D n-FFS the LC directors are rotated in plane. In the former case, it is easier to observe the birefringence effect at off-axis. In commercial TV products, 8D MVA is commonly used to mitigate the color shift [23].

As for the RGB QLEDs, color shift comes from cavity effect [36]. The angular performance of RGB QLED can also be evaluated by the dipole model. For example, for the RGB QLED mentioned in Fig. 3, the angular dependent emission spectra are shown in Fig. 8(a) and we can find that each individual spectrum remains quite narrow even at a large off-axis angle. From Fig. 8(b), the color shift of each individual color R, G and B is quite small. The largest color shift $\Delta u'v'$ for blue is still smaller than 0.002, which is 10X below the distinguishable level. As for the combined white color, $\Delta u'v'$ reaches 0.02 at 65°. The reason for the relatively large color shift for the white color can be deduced from Eq. (6) and Fig. 8(a). As demonstrated in Eq. (6), the white color is optimized for the normal viewing angle. For the off-axis angle, the emission pattern drops differently for different colors, thus Eq. (6) no longer matches the system’s white point. To reduce color shift, we can optimize the QLED cavities to tune the angular emission pattern. However, this approach is quite unintuitive and it is difficult to predict how the angular emission pattern changes with different QLED stack configuration. Another way is to use optical diffusers, microstructures or other kinds of color mixing films to mitigate the color shift. This approach has been widely used in contemporary LCDs [35].
5.3. Comparing QD-LCD with red and green phosphors embedded LCD

Besides QDs, two-phosphor LEDs (2p-LED, i.e. blue LED pumping red and green phosphors) have also attracted much attention because of their excellent reliability and low cost. Figure 9(a) shows the emission spectra of such a 2p-LED [10, 37]. From Fig. 9(a), the green and red emission spectra are relatively broad as compared to quantum dots. Our simulation results in Fig. 9(b) show that for this 2p-LED backlit LCD system with the color filters designed for TV, it covers 90% of the Adobe RGB and 67% of the Rec. 2020, and the TLE is 21.7 lm/W for the n-FFS mode and 15.6 lm/W for the MVA mode. Therefore, we find that theoretically QD offers wider color gamut and higher optical efficiency than 2p-LED. However, contemporary red and green phosphors can be deposited on top of the blue LED chip to form a white LED [38], whereas for red and green QDs, it is still not mature to place them on the blue LED chip [39] because of the material reliability issue. The “on edge” and “film” approaches for QDs are not as efficient as the white LED with 2p phosphors because of the longer optical path.

![Fig. 9](image)

As we mention earlier, for both QLED and QD-LCD, widening color gamut is associated with reduced optical efficiency. However, this does not necessarily indicate that for the same input power, a wider color gamut display always suffers from lower brightness. Another entoptic phenomenon called the Helmholtz–Kohlrausch (HK) effect [40] has to be taken into consideration as well, that is, a more saturated color produced by the wide color gamut display is perceived brighter. The Perceived Quality Metric (PQM) [41] has been proposed to describe the display quality quantitatively, as Fig. 10 depicts. This figure describes how display quality is affected by both luminance and color area. In this isoquality figure, the line at the upper right corner has the best perceived quality, and points on the same line is considered as equal quality. Here color area is defined similar to Eq. (1), except that \( A_{\text{standard}} \) here is the Adobe RGB and the color area is calculated in the CIE 1976 color space. Taken our wide color gamut MVA model in Table 4 as an example, the color area is 149.2% (the red vertical line), while for the 2p-LED lit LCD, the color area is 106.9% (the blue vertical line). From Fig. 10, we find that a 300 cd/m² QD-LCD is perceived equivalent to a 435 cd/m² 2p-LED lit LCD. The luminance requirement is only about 69.0%. Considering the TLE of the two devices (12.1 vs 15.6), this means the wide color gamut display does not necessarily look as dim as its efficiency indicates.
6. Conclusion

We have analyzed how to obtain a wide color gamut display for both QD-LCD and RGB QLEDs. The relationship between optical efficiency and color gamut is explained for both approaches. For QD-LCDs, we can easily achieve more than 90% of the Rec. 2020 standard through spectral optimization with contemporary commercial color filters. However, to realize more than 97% of Rec. 2020, color filters have to be modified and TLE sacrificed. The angular performance of QD-LCDs is determined by the LC mode. With 2D n-FFS mode, the combined white color exhibits an indistinguishable color shift. As for RGB QLEDs, it can easily achieve Rec. 2020 through spectral optimization, and the angular performance of the QLEDs is mainly governed by the QLED cavity. For each primary color, the color shift is negligible; but for the combined white color, the color shift might still be noticeable.
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